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Clinical and cultural interest in addiction related to sexual thoughts, emotions and behaviors has
dramatically increased in the past two decades fuelled directly by the advent of personal
computers and now personal electronic devices permitting instant transmittal of explicit media
written, spoken and depicted. Nothing needs to be left to the imagination. This phenomenon
easily and dangerously dovetails into the mental workings of the addicted mind because the
mood altering compulsion of the addicted brain is powerfully stimulated and satisfied in the short
run by the arousing aspects of the nature-given gift known as sexuality.
Sexuality, that magic and biologically necessary method of assuring our species ongoing
existence, is one of nature’s strongest forces. In past history it was imperative for mankind to
propagate and be fruitful to maintain adequate populations for mutual support, defense and
survival. Our caveman ancestor saw in his entire lifetime an equal number of young and nubile
females as a modern man sees in one afternoon’s visit to a shopping mall! Therefore, the
caveman had to be alert, watchful and active in his procreative thoughts and actions to assure
delivery of his DNA contribution. Such alertness and active behavior are no longer necessary
and are even counter useful to the maintenance of a stable community, country and world. We
have today far too many uncared for children and too many abandoned families, and nurturing
resources are stretched far too thin to be totally effective in handling the population overload.
The sexually preoccupied man or woman in today’s world is a destabilizing force with his or her
self centered focus on mood altering pleasure and satisfaction. The underlying neurology of
hypothalamic dysfunction (addiction) has kidnapped the natural function of sex which should
best be used for love sharing, intimacy and wanted procreation, and has instead diverted it to a
selfish, narcissistic reward system for repetitive behaviors leading to guilt, shame, betrayal,
heartbreak, and often illness. What a cruel trick, and because the thoughts, emotions and
behaviors of sexual addiction live in the shadows of secrecy, help to correct this problem by
rescuing the kidnapped functions and restoring them to their healthy roles often arrives too late
or not at all resulting in family destruction, broken hearts, loss of self esteem, and sometimes
even death.
Applying the tools of recovery to this aspect of an addict’s life can reverse much of this damage.
Learning to share with peers in truth and dignity can begin a calming of the neurological forces

that fuel this disease modality. Working a 12 Step SA program with support and guidance from
others who empathize can make all the difference. While this concept is not intuitive or
apparently logical, it is nevertheless also powerful and effective. All one sufferer has to do is ask
for help.
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